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When the hot summer season 
begins to make way for the first 
cool days of September, the vines 
offer one of the most beautiful 
sights that Atzara can show its 
visitors: the contrasting reds of the 
vine leaves and the deep purple 
of the grapes that show it is time 
for the harvest. This is one of the 
most awaited periods for those 
people who live "the countryside," 
who wait for this time almost as 
if it were a birth or an important 
public holiday. It is now that the 
expert eye of the winegrower will 
see if Nature is going to pay back 
all of the enthusiasm, toil, and sa-
crifice that went into caring for the 
vine shoots.

L'identità storica e le tradizioni qui ad Atzara sono reputa-
te un patrimonio di considerevole valore, da custodire ma 
soprattutto da far conoscere e far comprendere, così come 
avviene quando si espone una preziosa opera d'arte. Duran-
te una tranquilla passeggiata per gli stretti vicoli del centro 
storico o in occasione delle suggestive feste e sagre che scan-
discono diversi momenti della tradizione agro-pastorale e 
religiosa. Il visitatore rimarrà piacevolmente sorpreso 
dalla naturalità con la quale verrà coinvolto in un 
susseguirsi di piacevoli sensazioni.

Historical identity and traditions here in 
Atzara are considered a heritage of gre-
at value, to be treasured but above all 
to be made known and understood, 
in much the same way as exhibiting a 
precious work of art.

During a guiet walk around the narrow 
streets of the centre or on the occasion of the 
charming festivals and celebrations that mark 
different occasions in the traditional farming, 
shepherding and religious calendars. Visitors 
will be pleasantly surprised by the natural 
way they become involved in a succession of 
pleasant experiences.



The harvest is over and juicy grapes leave forever sunny hills to be pressed 
and made into wine. Thus, like the caterpillar in the cocoon changes its 
aspect becoming an elegant butterfly, in the silence and darkness of ancient 
cellars rests protected in old oak barrels, inside which, as if by magic, beco-
me one of the the most famous wines of Sardinia: Mandrolisai. This excel-
lent wine is the result of a careful blend of grapes monica, cannonau and 
muristellu, blend that still follows the rules dictated more than eight cen-
turies ago by Benedictine monks. And now as then the many connoisseurs 
who taste this ruby   red DOC continue to be amazed to discover its refine-
ment, its smells, its nuances of taste that fully reflect what are the characte-
ristics of these lands Atzara.



When the hot summer season begins to give way to the first fresh asters, 
vineyards offer one of the most beautiful shows that the territory of Atzara 
offers its guests. The color contrast of red leaves and dark purple bunches 
indicates that now is the time of harvest: this is one of the most awaited by 
the people who live "the countryside", a moment expected almost as a birth 
or an important party controlled. And 'now that the expert eye of winema-
ker understand if Nature repay the passion, hard work and sacrifice used in 
the treatment of these branches.


